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From fabrics to buttons Saks suits at $23
and $25 are in a class by themselves, having
style that is tailored and not ironed in, and an
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nomical place to buy. The other.that no matter where
you go you eannot secure better style, service or a more
varied selection of materials.
Our $30 assortment of materials contains nearly
every weave and pattern that mills are making and every
yard is strictly all-wool. Samples and style suggestions
on

request.

Overcoats at

$30,
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To Measure Only
two sronts
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Franklin Simon &Co.

to you first hand, and the patterns include:
Fancy Mixed Cheviots that are a les¬
son in color harmony; Blues, .;reys,
I-lacks, and a magnificent showing in
the Brownish effects now so popular
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Young Men's Suits,
$20, $22.50, $25

WE

COMBINING point

Thc three models illustrated above are
three basic lasts for this season,
of course, they are shown in
Ibough,
other vnnations as to tips and uppers.
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n

Black, Mahogany and Tan, Ptustla Cajf,
ho-ho < nlf and Patent Leather

Our Banister Shoes bear the
"Banister" name and trade
mark ntamped on every pair.
Nca'l Shoe Shop.2 Weal 38tb Street
Spparate Shop on Street Level

ftmxkliri Simon &Co.
FIFTH AVENUE
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Fall and Winter hats in young mt-'s blocke.
in entire consonance flrith the clothes.
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